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Report of Investigation
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Note: The Signal Island investigation was conducted on a “weather day,”
when sea conditions prevented work outside Sitka Sound. Specific site locations have been
redacted to comply with Federal and State legal requirements.
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INTRODUCTION
In May 2015, a boat was chartered to support a small team of archaeologists to conduct scuba
dives in conjunction with the NEVA Archaeological Project (OHA Permit No. 2014-02, as
amended). Inasmuch as the proposed dive location is exposed and weather dependent, and the crew
anticipated spending weather days in in Sitka Harbor, they sought an alternative protected location
near Sitka to conduct opportunistic terrestrial survey. Signal Island, somewhat protected in the
northeastern portion of Sitka Sound and under management of Alaska State Parks, was viewed as
an ideal alternative in that it potentially could yield information on sites related to Russian America
(Figure 1).
The team was based on a live-aboard 42’ Nordic Tug (“18 Eagles”) skippered by Kevin Murphy,
who had taken leave from his job as Chief Ranger for Alaska State Parks Southeast Region to
serve as charter captain for the trip. In addition to Kevin, the team consisted of Dave McMahan
(PI), Dr. Brennin Carter (on leave from NPS/SNHP), Evguenia Anichtchenko (on leave from
OHA, doctoral student at the University of Southhampton, UK), Dr. John Jensen (University of
Rhode Island and Sea Education Institute), and Travis Shinabarger (Anchorage consultant). A brief
reconnaissance survey of Signal Island was conducted on 5/5/15.

Figure 1. General location of the project area (C056S063E|10).
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BACKGROUND AND JUSTIFICATION
When Captain Yuri Lisiansky published the results of his “Voyage of a Journey Around the World,
1802-1806” in 1814, he made note of a light on an island in Sitka Sound. Lisiansky’s chart, drawn
in 1805 and published in the original Russian edition of the book in 1812, clearly shows a beacon
(maiak) on one of the small islands in Sitka Sound in the vicinity of Signal Island. A legend at the
bottom of the chart also describes approaches for mariners with reference to the lighthouse. The
chart has been reproduced and published by Arndt (2003:11). When Nikolai Rezanov visited Sitka
in 1805, he also wrote that “there is a lighthouse on one of the islands.” The lighthouse is depicted
in a a sketch by I.F. Vasil’iev on an 1809 harbor chart of Sitka Sound, and captioned “a view of
the lighthouse on Maiachni [Signal] Island” (Orth 1971:615, 630, 873). The sketch has been
reproduced in Longenbaugh (1991:cover) and Black (2004:276) (Figure 2). The lighthouse had
been abandoned by 1827 when the naturalist Baron von Kittlitz visited the island looking for bald
eagle nests (Longenbaugh 1991:9). This was likely the first lighthouse on the west coast of North
America, substantially predating the Alcatraz Lighthouse (1854) which has been cited as the oldest
by Leffingwell (2010).
Dee Longenbaugh (1991:8) visited Signal Island in 1987, noting a “large, flat-topped rock
outcropping” that she characterized as the “one logical place on the island for the site.” She did
not find evidence of the lighthouse, but stressed the need for “a full archaeological investigation.”
A modern beacon now occupies a high point on the island.

Figure 2. An early lighthouse believed to have been on Signal Island, from a drawing
by I.F. Vasil’iev, 1809. Inscription reads “A view of the lighthouse on Maiachnyi
Island.” Reproduced in Black 2004:276.
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METHODOLOGY, SETTING, AND LIMITATIONS
On 5/4/15, the team withdrew from the outer coast dive location to Sitka Harbor due to rough seas
and problems with the dinghy’s outboard motor. On 5/5/15, while waiting for outer coast
conditions to improve, several team members (McMahan, Anichtchenko, Carter, Shinabarger)
were dropped off by dinghy on Signal Island while the 18 Eagles stood off shore in Sitka Sound.
Island access was difficult due to rolling seas breaking against rocky headlands and cliffs that
define the entire shoreline. Because there are no pocket beaches, access is difficult even in calm
conditions. After circumnavigating the island to find the least intimidating landing site, team
members were offloaded on the northeast side of the island. The small size of the inflatable dinghy
required that team members be transported in two trips. Dr. Jensen, a marine archaeologist /
historian and former Alaska commercial fisherman, skillfully operated the dinghy so that landings
coincided with wave surges. Crew members stepped onto the rocks with an incoming surge, and
quickly scrambled up to the forest fringe. The team spent approximately two hours on the island
before being picked up at the same location and transported back to the 18 Eagles (Figure 3).

(Map removed to protect sensitive site locations. The unredacted report is
available to authorized persons at the Alaska Office of History and
Archaeology).

Figure 3. Depiction of point of access and GPS tracks for Signal Island survey
on 5/5/15. The tracks are conservative, as they reflect only McMahan’s route.
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The island is characterized by heavily vegetated peaks and steep-walled valleys. Vegetation
consists of Sitka spruce canopy with an understory of devil’s club, salmonberry, high bush
blueberry, and other shrubs. Disturbed and exposed areas support dense, almost impenetrable,
thickets of immature Sitka spruce (Figure 4). This is most notable on the north side of the island,
where higher areas have been cleared for a modern navigation beacon. The original plan, as
described in the permit request, was to conduct survey and subsurface testing to search for evidence
of the Russian lighthouse. When STA was provided an opportunity to comment on the planned
survey and testing program, however, they requested review by the Tribal Cultural Committee and
Tribal Council, which could take a month or more. Because this was an opportunistic and timesensitive investigation, only non-obtrusive survey was conducted. While a small hand-held metal
detector was used with negative results, absolutely no ground disturbance occurred.

Figure 4. Dense thicket of immature Sitka spruce in a disturbed area near the
modern navigation beacon.

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION
Priority for survey was given to high points that were considered potential lighthouse locations.
The most likely location for the early 19th century lighthouse was judged to be a flat area above
and behind the existing navigation beacon, on the northwest side of the island (Figure 5). While
this is not the highest peak on the island, it provides the best view for vessels approaching from
the entrance to Sitka Sound. There is evidence of an earlier navigation beacon, or possibly a buoy
tossed against the rocks about 20-30m inland from the modern beacon (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Navigation beacon No. 4, on the northwest side of Signal Island.
Refer Fig. 3 for location.

Figure 6. Remnants of an earlier navigation marker comprised of copper sheathing over
a metal and wood framework.
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The earlier remains consist of a metal and wooden frame with mangled copper sheathing. The
sheathing exhibits only wire (round) nail holes, suggesting that it is of 20th century origin. There
are also remnants of painted plywood that may represent another (later) marker. The flat-topped
pinnacle area behind the existing navigation beacon located at N57.04631 / W135.39276 (WGS
84) is considered to be the most likely location of the early Russian lighthouse. A narrow terrace
on the northeast side of the pinnacle appears to have potential for subsurface testing, but was not
tested as a part of this survey. Dense immature Sitka spruce on the terrace will make thick gloves
and protective clothing necessary if testing is undertaken. The highest pinnacle on the island is
located at N57.04605 / W135.39273 (WGS 84), near the east central portion of the island. No
physical evidence of an early Russian presence on the island was noted from visual survey, but
testing of terraces and valleys is recommended as a part of any future surveys.
While heading back to the northeast side of the island for pick up, a WWII era bunker poured in 8
inch reinforced concrete was discovered and recorded at N57.04591 / W135.39111 (WGS 84)
(Figures 7 and 8). It has been assigned AHRS No. SIT-1029 (refer Fig. 3). The outside dimensions
of the bunker are 5 x 7 ft., and the total height (including the below ground portion) is 6 ft. Exposed
above ground is 27 in. (69cm). A rectangular entry hatch on top of the bunker measures 21.5 in.
(55cm) x 17.5 in. (44.5cm), and is uncovered. A rebar ladder provides access from the hatch into
the bunker.The interior of the bunker is lined with electrical conduit, and two badly rusted
electrical panels occupy the east and west walls, suggesting that it may have been a communication
or signaling facility. Near the bunker on the forest floor is long large-diameter cast iron pipe with
fittings on each end and the markings “Universal WWP[150?]. The bunker may have been
associated with SIT-00686, a WW II underwater cable that passes near the bunker and connected
military facilities at Fort Ray with those at Harbor Mountain. Other potentially associated WW II
sites in and around Sitka Sound include SIT-00079, SIT-00639, and SIT-00687.

Figure 7. Reinforced concrete WW II bunker (SIT-1029), facing northwest.
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Figure 8. Shinabarger inside a concrete WW II bunker (SIT-1029).
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